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	Title: Thermal Paste
	School: St. Columba School, Durango
	Sponsor: Ryan Bono
	Abstract: You're on your brand-new computer that you just built yourself, and you're playing your favorite game and suddenly your computer beeps at you then it shuts off or goes to the blue screen of death. “No CPU found” it says on the screen. What went wrong? You open your computer case. Your CPU (The brain of the computer) is smoking under the CPU cooler. You take off the CPU cooler and realize you forgot to put on the most important product, thermal paste! If you don't put thermal paste on the CPU, then the CPU cannot efficiently transfer the heat from the Integrated Heat Spreader (IHS processor) to the CPU cooler. If this happens then your CPU will overheat causing the computer to crash, or go to the blue screen of death while you're doing something. This project was done because I want gamers to have a better experience while gaming. If the right thermal paste is used, gamers may get better frames per second, (fps), since the CPU will be cooler. If X thermal paste is used on a CPU, then the temperature of the CPU will be colder because X thermal paste will transfer the heat from the CPU to the cooler unit more efficiently keeping the CPU cooler. One computer was tested. Each test was run three times to make sure the results were accurate. One test was with Arctic Silver 5, Arctic MX - 4, and one without any CPU thermal paste. Temperatures were recorded at different time intervals for a total of 6 trials. The average temperature was recorded with a heat gun to determine the best thermal paste to use. The results of this experiment are, Arctic Silver 5’s temperatures are 90.5, 100.9, and 114.3. The average of these temperatures is 101.9 degrees. Arctic MX - 4’s temperatures are 119.7, 122.7, and 127.1. The average of these temperatures is 123.2 degrees. Finally the computer without any thermal paste got the temperatures 119.8, 130.6, and 140.5. The average of these temperatures is 130.3. Finally, my project was successful. I found out the best thermal paste to use on the CPU for the best performance possible. During the experiment, everything went to plan and no problems occurred. If I did this experiment again I would test more thermal pastes, more computers, and finally I would do more tests.
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